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MAIN MENU

Listen to conversations 

about brands, products, 

industries and campaigns.

Topic Analytics Channel Analytics

Channels enable the 

monitoring of all activity on 

specific pages of social 

media networks.

Dashboards are comprised 

of a selection of custom 

chosen widgets which have 

been selected from your 

Analytics screen.

Manage the settings of 

your projects, topics and 

users.

Dashboard Setting



Topic analytics



Topic analytics

▪ Able to view the Message matching the keyword that the system collected

▪ Able to view Engagement (Like, Comment, Share) of the message matching the keyword

▪ Able to view the frequency and engagement of the User / Website that post messages match the keyword

▪ Able to view the sentiment in the message that match the keyword

▪ Able to view the surrounding text or Hashtag related to the message matching the keyword

▪ Able to view the demographics of the Message matching the keyword from Twitter

▪ Able to view the province or country that the user has Check-in in the message that match the Keyword

▪ AI can help evaluate what kind of image or video the exact text of a keyword contains.



Topic analytics
Select a Filter to help define the desired message



Topic analytics

Select the desired 
topic for the 
graph and text on 
the right side to 
be displayed

Able to view messages matching the selected Topic.



Topic analytics

You can see where the message is spread.



Topic analytics
Threaded view means that all messages matching the keyword from the same post

Display messages matching the keyword from the same post 
would be grouped together



CHANNEL analytics



CHANNEL analytics

That functions can be used similar as Topic analytics

Able to see an overview of the selected channels in both the Brand Movement and the Audience
Able to see the movement of the selected channel, both the number of owner posts and the number of comments.
Able to see the movement of the selected channel, both the number of audience posts and the number of comments.
Able to see the movement of the number of followers of the selected channel.



dashboard

Select the graph you want to pin from the Analytics page 
and click “Add to Dashboard” to place it in dashboard



THANK YOU


